ALIA Antitrust Compliance Guidelines For Meetings
Communications with the Asian Lubricants Industry Association and information provided to ALIA subcommittees will not generally be treated as
confidential, since these communications serve in part as the basis for ALIA business. ALIA meetings are open to all invited members and parties. By
attending and participating, you agree:
(1) To fully comply with ALIA’s policies and procedures, governing standards and antitrust;
(2) You will not provide any material that will violate the rights of any third parties, including, but not limited to, patents, copyrights, trade secrets,
and trademarks;
(3) To disclose the existence of any patented materials that you provide; and
(4) You will not make audio or video recordings of ALIA meetings without the consent of all persons being recorded.
Participants should observe the following guidelines:
(1) Avoid any discussions or conduct that might violate the antitrust laws or raise an appearance of impropriety;
(2) At meetings, limit discussions and materials to agenda topics, unless additional topics and materials have been approved;
(3) No discussion regarding prices of particular products or services of a company or forecasting of prices for goods or services;
(4) No discussion of any company’s confidential information, including purchasing plans for particular products or services, merger/divestment plans,
market allocation, development plans, inventories and costs (only publicly available information should be discussed or shared);
(5) No sharing or discussion of non-public company compliance issues;
(6) Any discussion regarding potential energy or economic scenarios that may arise must be limited to generalities. No discussion of how individual
companies intend to respond to economic scenarios or government action;
(7) There shall be no agreement or discussion regarding the purchase or sale of a product or service – purchasing and selling decisions are
independent company decisions;
(8) Individual companies may share fact-based experiences and relevant technical information, but should not make explicit recommendations for or
denunciations of a vendor at meetings. Where not absolutely necessary, product or company names should be avoided in discussions.
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Lubricants:
A pivot to Asia

Automotive Lubricants –market dynamics and electrification impacts
+

More than half of global lubricants demand is dependent on the automotive sector, this is set to decline in many regions which shift from ICE to BEV,

Commitments to Auto Electrification – East and West
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⟤ Automotive ICE lubricant accounts for approximately 56% of total

lubricants demand. However, BEV lubricant demand is far lower as it
uses only thermal fluids, transmission fluids and greases:
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⟤ Automotive lubricant demand is expected to fall rapidly in countries
and regions switching from ICE to BEV, including OECD and Europe:
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Malaysia

12 counties in Western Europe/North America will phase out sales/registrations of ICE engines in the
coming decades. In APAC only Singapore has made this commitment; China has announced a
goal of 40% BEV for new registrations by 2030.

⟤ Total global BEVs set to rise from 8 million in 2020 to 250 million
in 2030

⟤ ICE/HEV to be phased out in OECD/EU between 2030 and
2040

The impact on the lubricants market of EV penetration is clear, but will Asia follow the same route?
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Electrification – Asia Pacific Challenges
+

Even though automotive electrification is set to increase dramatically elsewhere, there are numerous challenges specific to the Asia Pacific region

Key Asia Pacific challenges to mobility electrification
1

Electricity generation and
grid challenges

⟤ In China alone, 75% of electricity generation is

coming from coal. 80% of new coal power
plants under construction are in Asia.

⟤ Electricity grid in Asia is inefficient with ~20%
transmission losses versus 5% in OECD

⟤ Electrification

of mobility in that case
defeats the purpose to reduce CO2 emissions.

2

A growing electricity demand
for basic needs

⟤ Across

ASEAN 45 million are without
electricity and in India 660 million rely on
biomass for cooking fuel

⟤ Assuming limited BEV growth, electricity
demand across ASEAN/India already forecast
double by 2040; residential demand in ASEAN
alone will rise to 800 terawatt-hours
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Incentivization Challenges

⟤ The EU/OECD currently offer BEV incentives of
~USD 7k – 15k to encourage adoption;

⟤ Using ~USD 10k incentives to promote uptake,
even moving only 20% of existing vehicles
across ASEAN/India to electric by 2030 would
cost governments ~USD 1 trillion

Considering the size of investments required to meet growing base electricity production requirement and grids upgrades, it is
likely that electrification of mobility (especially BEVs adoption) will be slower in Asia Pacific
Source: EDF, IEA, GXS Partners analysis
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Automotive Lubricants – Asia Pacific Opportunity
+

Global sales of ICE vehicles may remain flat, as BEV substitution is balanced by Asia growth, as Asia ICE increase offsets the electrification in the West

Share of ICE Vehicle Registrations

Asia Pacific Opportunity Insights
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Lubricant demand growth
across Asia could match
China’s growth over the last
decade while falling in the
West. This may result in steady
global demand but a migration
from West to East

At ~ 100 vehicles per 1000,
vehicle density in Asia is
significantly behind USA (~800)
and EU (~600)

Asia will represent a material
percentage of new ICE vehicles
registered as ICE/HEV sales
may be banned in EU/OECD by
2040

BEV is expected to be 50% of new
vehicle registration in China/USA,
75% in EU, but only ~ 5% in rest of
Asia

Car uptake increase exponentially
when countries’ GDP reaching USD
5k per capita; India, Indonesia,
Vietnam, and the Philippines – with
a combined population of 2 billion
– are expected to reach this point
by 2030

Alongside OEM commitments to
sell BEV-only in these markets, the
ICE/PHEV/HEV
manufacturing
footprint could shift to mirror sales,
impacting lubricants R&D
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Globally, automotive share of the lubricant market will remain constant but demand will migrate from West to East as automotive
growth across Asia matches China's growth over the last decade.
Source: GXS Partners analysis
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Key strategic questions for lubricant manufacturers
+

Amidst this rapidly shifting background, the 4 types of lubricant manufacturers will face strategic choices

Strategic Roadmap
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Source: GXS Partners analysis

•

Pressure to capture on a much bigger scale
opportunities to invest and grow
Some independency to build-up

•
•

Go beyond the pricing and proximity plays
Acquiring competition or being acquired?

•

International
Independents

Neutral

Well-positioned

Uncertainty in the ways to grow: ICE and or
electrification & hydrogen
Facing Net 0 commitments and Scope 3 challenges
Regional independence required but no clarity how
to action it
Strong urge to build material market shares outside
national boundaries
Strengthen
activist
NGO
and
environmental
shareholder pressure
Go to PLI way

•

NOCs

automotive lubricants
Asia? Invest or divest?

pivot

to

⟤ Will
•

IOCs

⟤ What is your perception of the
the
OEM
ICE/HEV
manufacturing footprint mirror the
sale pivot towards Asia? Should
we establish R&D facilities in Asia for
ICE/HEV lubricants? Which OEMs to
prioritise?

⟤ Are

facilities
aligned
with
geographic
demand
centres?
Invest, import or toll manufacture?

⟤ How to embrace "net zero" and
turn emissions challenges, including
packaging and lubricants end of
life, into a business opportunity?

⟤ Are you considering your exposure
to refineries rationalization risks in
your base stocks procurement
plans?

⟤ How to optimize your own regional
journey
&
footprint
through
independence and alliances /
acquisitions?
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